Mind Control, Lies and Genetic damage
*ON THE MOON- I am hearing that in order to make the transition into the
fourth/fifth dimension the planet will be turning into a star and the moon has been put
there to control humanity and that it will be removed. I personally believe that the
planet will look like a star when it is viewed from the third dimension as it will have a
higher vibration. What is the ET/ED opinion of this?
(S) No, no, no…triple no. As per the ET/ED’s Terra/Earth will NOT be turning into a
star, it is simply the natural expansion of consciousness that will progress us into the
4D/5D (depending on who you talk to). There are greater complexities to the moon, but
here’s something to ponder, it’s only been here for about 11,000-12,000 yrs. And
originated in the Ursa Major System.
*ON MOON (matrix) and mal-energy stunting our Evolution and why?
(T) Yes and why has to do with keeping Humans trapped on this planet and Human
consciousness down, ah the Moon was the basis for a lot of this, the Moon is an artificial
satellite, it was brought here by the reptoids it has been used for a base to house
equipment to cause various problems for us including as I have spoken about before of
the soul traps and re-incarnation traps some of that was based on the Moon. there are
other things some of which I am not at liberty to discuss at this time, but yes, the Moon
is a problem. We are working making it less so.
*ON DAVID ICKE, SATURN/MOON MATRIX- (T) We do know that Saturn is
involved, the full nature of that I am not able to disclose or discuss. The Moon is also
involved and also I am not able to disclose or discuss. S.-Not radio waves, too primitive
of a technique. (Denise) So not radio waves but there might be transmissions going on
between the Moon and the planet? (T) Mmm-mm (S)Yes.
*ON THE MOON- Do we need the moon or can we remove it? (T) Moon is an artificial
satellite and it is not decided yet whether to remove it, it affects tides and fish, brought
here by negative ET's, (S) it would have negative affects on weather and also affects
planets rotational speed movements, we would need to put another moon back if this one
is removed
*SUNFIRE ON MOON -To quote of one of the ET/EDs directly:
“The moon landings that you saw on TV were staged. The actual ones involved an
encounter with the Alcyone's, who told the US to leave the moon alone and not come
back. They were intending to protect the people from the reptilian installations on the
moon. Yes, there was ‘black project’ technology used to fly and to land.” “Unmanned
flights have been permitted, but nothing with a human who could be captured and
tortured”
*What are the names of the other planets and systems that are being effected by
reptoids besides us? (T) There is one planet in Altair that is currently under active
oppression, overt takeover going on. There is one 3D planet on the other side of this
galaxy called Erivee also undergoing occupation. To our count there are 50+ planets that
need help, but I do not know all of them. Altair and Erivee I know because they are next
on the list after Terra. So once Terrans are settled, know what they are going to do and
can defend themselves then we are probably going to head off to Erivee and Altair. (S)
Post transition, find your local SL or AC or Federation building/recruitment centre and
join us!

*The "tau treaty", deal struck with US president for "celestial beings" (grey's) being
able to abduct us every 9 years..? (T) Yes that deal was real.. I don't know why they call
it the Tau treaty, that might be a little misleading.. it was a treaty with the grey's and the
reptoid's.. the grey's presented themselves as from "40,000 years ago" just isn't the
case…(S) Yes (T) What they did was they lied to get creation concessions out of the US
government, which the US govt. at the time, that particular faction of them being run by
the cabal would have agreed to anyway…in order to proceed with abductions anyway.
Yes, this actually happened and it was with negatives! It was negatives making a deal
WITH negatives! (cabal, grey, reptoid)
*ON "KILLER STORMS"
Please tell me why there will not be any killer solar storms? (S) Because the ET/EDs and
their allies wont permit them to happen. Or any other Mass Casualty, Catastrophic or
Potentially “End Of The World” type events. And, they more than have the technology
to prevent them too. That is if any of them are anything more than CABAL Fear
Mongering Propaganda to begin with.
I have been watching the Solar sites and have clearly observed that most large sunspots
will erupt well before or after they pass the zone that would endanger the Earth with the
biggest being on the backside of the Sun from us. For a while it has been clear that
Something is ‘triggering’ the Coronal Mass Ejections in such a way that they go in
directions that leave us safe. Apparently, only the ones that are ‘programmed’ to be
beneficial to us or in the small to normal range, will be allowed in our direction. (S) Yes,
definitely. Most seem to miss this or not put it all together to come to the same
realizations. You’re totally right. From what I understand they are doing a lot of
different things to the sun and every effort possible is also being made to protect us from
the CME's that are the most damaging. There are races up there that create solar
systems, they know terra forming, geo-engineering , all that.
*ON DEATHS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS (T) Suicide is very, very rare. Accidents
happen but again they are fairly rare because most of us have the ability to get ourselves
out of that kind of trouble. You are not going to find degenerative diseases of that
variety at all. IF IT IS A BACTERIAL OR VIRAL BASE DISEASE IT IS USUALLY
BEING INTRODUCED AND USED AS A WEAPON. (for now Colloidal Silver Folks!)
In that case there will be people there to help cure it. When it comes to your natural
lifespan unless you are a warrior you will live out your natural lifespan. Now Warriors
we like to get in the middle of it so our life spans are significantly shorter.(laughing)
*ON WHY THE USA IS IGNORING THE US CONSTITUTION (T) They are ignoring
it as they think they have gotten to a point where they don't have to (respect it), AND
WE INTEND TO SHOW THEM OTHERWISE, NOT ONLY THOES OF US IN
SPACE BUT THOSE OF US DOWN HERE ON THE GROUND! Right Drake? (D)You
got it!
*ON GFOL- (S) Yes, they are very negative in their effect on the people who follow it.
The GFOL is an offshoot with the Galactic CONfederation, which is where all the
reptoids and bad guys are coming from! (T) Its part of a specifically created apparatus
designed to (set up to compromise) soften up Human civilizations, and NOT JUST
TERRA, but all Human civilizations.. these broadcasts are being sent to a number of
Human planets, not just earth. (S) Yes they are a form of mind control. (T) And I don't
want to discourage anyone that wants to help out, anyone who wants to fight for the
Light- LOOK AT THE MESSAGES-LOOK PAST THE KEYWORDS, they are there

to trigger you into thinking its all wonderful and good, look past the triggers that are
there to program "acceptance" (of the programming they want you be! Not your choiceexcept it IS, you can NOT read them!) and LOOK for what IS truly being SAID! GFOL
often imply that there is NO WAR-WHICH IS A LIE. They imply that we here on terra
have done this to ourselves which we know is a lie. they imply that everything else in the
Universe is peachy keen, which is a lie. They use the terminology of "invasion" and
repeatedly threat to "invade" on numerous dated occasions (that the Liberation forces,
Ac, GFOP have worked hard to prevent.. none have happened) A very curious thing
happens when you go to speak out on the GFOL, you get flooded by people who attack
you! quite violently with their words making death threats often, not the actions of
somebody who is of the Light! There is a difference between a legitimate complaint with
back-up, evidence, demonstration, as opposed to just slandering. And ad hominine
attacks designed to silence ( shut down people) We have noticed in a lot of communities
that start up to do this work that when the group of people come together ( i.e.: in a
chartroom during a radio program..) there is a TACTIC that is a saturation tactic,
WHEREIN THEY (CABAL) BRING IN THIER People AND DOMINATE THE
DIALOGUE, somehow- so its all about the GFOL, or they cause chaos with rapid fire of
widely ranging topics.. this TYPE OF ATTACK IS A HOSTILE MOVE IT IS A
ACTUALLY A BATTLE MOVE (stratagem wise its an attack against our morale's!)
They want to squelch any true discourse of TRUTH! I know Universal Voice has had
issues with information saturation attempts of these groups.. IF YOU ARE A GENUINE
LIGHT WORKER I SUGGEST YOU GO IT ON YOUR OWN INSTEAD OF
TRUCKIN ALONG WITH THEM!
FYI, GFOL is/was an Reptoid AI Avatar, it’s not even real nor does it really actually
exist. We cover that Entity and several others in our FAQ. And, Allies of Humanity is
one of the “finest pieces of Military Industrial Complex Disinformation ever written.”
literally, it’s just pure disinformation. Their attempts to demonize ALL ET/EDs is a
good first indication giving their game away with that one. Sunfire That is one of the
parts of becoming a part of the Intergalactic Community, learning to respect all various
races, cultures, species, equally. Something *everyone* will have to learn. But, they are
all to be treated with respect unless they as individuals disrespect you, but most likely
that won’t happen. I can’t comment to whether they are or aren’t a part of the
Liberation Forces. I don’t know if they will or wont be visiting openly or not.
*Was the hurricane reported near the 911 event to do with the event in that "it" hit the
towers instead of the ground?- (T) oh I think there was no such thing! There was too
many things to benefit the cabal in the 911 incident for it to have been an attempt just
simply to steer a hurricane. Look at who benefits. We can trace the cabals final "end
game" takeover TO 911. (S) Research on the internet "Operation Northwood's" written
back in the 1960's, it is almost exactly the play by play of 911 with just small tweaking
along the way, then go to Veteran's today.com and read the articles under the 911
section, especially the videos on plane fakery, its probably one of the best things you can
have to show you how it was really doe. Those planes were holographic! (T) Not as many
people died as were claimed. (S) Yes.
*JK ON DEVICE USED IN 911-I know Sunfire and I talked about this, but site search
turns up nothing more than a fleeting reference. A molecular disrupter totally
pulverizes the structure of whatever it hits. The device should never have been used,
and, being ET/ED tech, somehow kept running even after the WTC towers collapsed.
My understanding is that this completely blocked rebuilding on the site. I also seem to
recollect that this device had to be “capped,” by the Liberation forces, else it would’ve

continued to extend clear out into space.
*ON CHEMTRAILS- If Terra has only 100 Reptoids and 1000 Greys on its
surface…how come they are still Chemtrailing/Terra-Forming? and It would also be
highly appreciated if you could give any further info on how their Chemtrail Hub
interacts with our 3rd dimensional plane at this time. (S) That’s not exact precise
numbers, that’s an “estimate” or “about that much”. The Grays aren’t on the surface,
they are underground as they know if they come to the surface they are killed like the
little parasites that they are. And, probably the number of reptoids is closer to a few
hundred.
BUT, the small diminishing (GONE NOW???) amount of Reptoids and Grays has
nothing to do with the operational capacity of the chemtrailing and Terra forming, most
of it ‘down here’ is done by humans/Terrans and rest of it is multi-dimensionally
automated. I honestly don’t see how/where you drew the connection between the two,
when there is none. I’m not really at liberty to reveal any more concerning the hub and
the way it interacts with 3D. s-Yes, totally. Well I do know that the Chemtrails are an
ongoing “project” for the ET/EDs and their allies. It’s great to hear there are more and
more that are being free of the stuff. The Cabal really do not have the money that people
think they do, they are hurting for funding and resources like a drug addict that is being
forced to go cold turkey because he can’t afford to pay his dealer.
Let me see if I got this straight…the Chemtrail hub is able to project a hologram while
at the same time manifesting the physical Chemtrail…it is a multi-task technology? (S)
No worries, maybe something else that will help you understand a little better? The Hub
it’s self is in a much higher dimension than we are. Somewhere around the 9th give or
take last I heard anything about it. Also, this specific universe it’s self is a 27 Trillion
Year Old Hologram, a Holographic Projection of the Collective Consciousness of all that
exist. What is a Hologram? Energy and Light combined to produce matter, Thought
Directs Matter and the energy of thought is very powerful. What we ‘see’ as planes, and
the chemtrails is simply an 3rd Dimensional Manifestation of the ‘stuff’ being put out by
the Hub in the higher dimension. They’re all connected, like layers and they slightly
over lap.
*ON CHEMTRAILS, IF NUKE PLANES SCAN BE DISSEMBLED THEN WHY
CANT THE CHEMTRAIL PLANES BE? (T) That is a very convoluted question to
answer. There are a lot of reasons why we cant just stop them, a lot of that being that we
don't wrongfully take out innocents! And also so that we don't give any false fodder to
the false invasion scenario that they want to spin so badly! We would really, really like
to ground them permanently and we are working on that but again that falls into the
realm of confidential operational information. S.- An d also it comes to priorities an
resources, when it comes to deciding about a potential EMP attack or false flag event or
rounding up a bunch of Chemtrail planes it is not something that is of immediate threat
to the global population and you only have so many resources, what are you going to do?
Are you going to take out something that is of immediate threat to the population or
something that is about as annoying as a fly?
*ON CHEMTRAILS, if you are not able to stop the Chemtrail planes but can clean up
the sky, why are those nasty toxic dark marks in the sky still? (T) It is a process, not an
on and off switch. We keep cleaning up , they keep spraying. Sooner or later they are
going to have t run out of resources to do so at which point we will still be cleaning up
the spraying (until it is gone.) Honestly we are not the ones dictating what those guys are
putting up in the sky, we are just doing our best to clean up after it. It will get taken care
of eventually, it is not necessary to freak out over it in the meantime. I mean if it gets you

hot enough under the collar so that you step up and do something CONSTRUCTIVE
about it, then its motivating you to make a positive change, but complaining about it
when We are ( and will continue to do so) going to fix the problem. we are doing as
much as we can right now, we are limited our hands are tied, when our hands are no
longer tied we will do more. (S) Taking apart the planes on land wont work they will just
re-build or make more. And they are not just using jet planes they are putting the
mixture into passenger jets!
*ON CHEMTRAILS/ HARP- Chemtrails are an issue regarding soil degradation,
agenda 21 issues and also to prevent GFOP from entering, anyone saying geoengineering through chemtrails is not for our good (I listened and spoke to a military
whistleblower who came forward and stated not all chemtrails are bad, some of them
benefit us to prevent/stall potential ice age coming. Russians have stated for 30 years we
are heading into an ice age period, global temperatures have gone down since 1999,
despite what msm tell you) ET's have helped with the HAARP issue.
*ON OUR GENETICS BEING RELATED TO SPACE HUMANS- (T) Our DNA is a
truncated version of that of our ancestors, the truncation happened when the Draco and
the Hydra genetically modified us.( ?removal of 10 DNA strands because they saw our
potential as a threat to them.) in order to get rid of troublesome traits such as living long
enough to know better! and other things like that..(changed men's brains/hormones
women's childbearing)
*ON OUR GENETICS MANIPULATION- (S) I know several races have intermittently
introduce themselves into the “stock” to help improve the genetic pools and raise
vibrations here. Initially we were engineered by combining 22-25 different ET races.
And, various ones over various amounts of time influenced and still do various regions. I
don’t think the Benevolent ones have ever intended to produce a super strain. It’s not
within their motivations, morals, and is against the Universal Laws. Can’t say much for
the Negative Races, though.
*ON CHANNELING- (S) Yes, that is the thing, the Reps and CABAL are extremely
adept at manipulating and mind control. And, most are not aware of it or find it
difficult/impossible to believe because the ‘information’ is so loving and ‘positive’ and
any other word you could think of. But, that’s the point…it’s wrapped in so much sugar
they don’t see the toxic poison mixed in. The glazed over eyes/mind is from the mind
control programming that is intermixed. And, they don’t even know it. What a LOT of
people are unaware of with those AI/MI Avatars, not only are those channeling them
brought under the influence. But, those that read them as well. Because you not only
have the words which have an effect, but there are little threads of energy attached to
the messages that have an effect as well, and the effects are cumulative. Magick and
Spells in any form are just energy manipulation with words thrown in for extra effect
and influence, you remove the words, then it just becomes energy manipulation in it’s
various forms and it is the intent behind it that effects whether it’s positive, neutral or
negative.*grin* there is a reason after all those of us with real ET/ED contacts use the
term “Upliftment” or “Transition” for what is coming as we move into 4D . Ascension is
a dirty little word among the Benevolent's.
*ON ASHTAR- (T) He was a mercenary, unreliable one but now HE IS DEAD! So
whomever is channeling him now is getting who knows!
*ON HOLLOW EARTH CITIES AND TERRA(HERSELF) (S) The planet ( Earth) is

hollow but not in the way most people think it is, (T) I would also add that anyone
coming from the underground telling you that they are your friend is probably NOT. (S)
Yea. In compliance with Gaia's wishes ALL of the underground cities you know as far
the underground military, non-cabal bases anyway AND the hollow Earth was
completely cleared out! Because it was discovered that some of them that were present
were actually working (against) the best interest of the Earth population itself, She
(Terra) requested that we remove them and we did.
*ON MONATGUE KEEN (T) Montague Keen is a channeled entity, a self professed
Templar, and in addition to that he is firmly associated with the GFOL. (D) Well that
sort of puts him in the toilet.
*ON THE NIBIRUAN COUNCIL, "Crystal temple network connect to Mother Earth"
@ Stonehenge, Eng.? (T) Whoa, i don't think Stonehenge was having anything to do
with that! Stonehenge was doing something else! ( Drake laughing) Its got "Niburu" in
there and people just "looove" their Niburu but I am sorry Niburu is not a factor
anymore! (S) I would say anything that has the words Annunaki or Nibiru in it has
already been dealt with or is a bunch of horse hockey! (T) Or its a small band of hold
out that really don't have enough Ummf to follow through on their threats.
*ON BRAD STEIGER/ MONTAUK- (S) Brad Steiger is a wonderful researcher and
author, another that passed way to soon. Anyway, from what I was told all rips/time
holes etc have been repaired.
?Was it true, though, that at the time that the Montauk project ripped a hole in a time
zone, that it allowed more unpleasant visitors to get through? I was listening to an
interview with Preston Nichols. He said that they were using some Drano or something
with bleach; that one of the reptoids smelled it and wanted some. So, Nichols made a
mixture of water and Drano which the reptoid gulped down with great pleasure;
actually got him drunk! (S) Yes, there are actually several points where time travel
experiments have caused those “issues” starting in I think early 1930′s in Germany, then
the Philadelphia Experiment, and Montauk Experiment. That is no surprise at all
regarding the Drano and Water mixture. They certainly have a different metabolism
and bio chemistry than we do. They’re nitrogen breathers. They can handle higher
amounts of toxins and such. They use Nuclear Fusion Propulsion Systems. Not even
Fission but Fusion. Tanaath and I have great laughs over that. For being 4 Billion years
advanced of Terrans, their technology is Regressive much like they are.
*ON THE CREASES ON ONES HANDS BEING INDICATIVE OF STAR RACE? Or
a Barcode or brand on our DNA to mark our owners? (T) That is the first time i heard
of it. (S) I would say that pretty much none of that is true! Because there is mow than
just the Lemurian's and the Atlanteans (who were NOT the archons) There are 22-23
ET races that have contributed to the genetic engineering of the current Homosapien
Human Terran, so to narrow it down that far would be unwittingly putting limits where
there should not be any.
*ON ARRON GREEN HICKS AKA ARRON ROTHSCHILD recent video & Kerry
Cassidy's "ominous" statement that she knows what is going to happen
"timeline/parallel universe wise"-confirm? (T) that does sound pretty ominous…I would
ahem to say I am not too concerned. I am not too familiar with the material so I really
cannot weigh in on it but i do know something's about alternate timelines/realities and
parallel Universes and I got to say that honestly WE DO NOT NEED TO WORRY! (D)
The thing is Cassidy listens to a lot of fear porn..(S)yes (T)Yes she is pretty up on the

fear porn. Denise- Yea, as are a number of other people!
*ON KERRY CASSIDY INTERVIEW with Michel Prince, Max Spears regarding a
story of "Marduke returning" (T) It sounds like a bunch of fear porn even without
having read it. (S) I have a friend of mine that knew Michael personally the said he
really needs a lot of help and is full of bull. prince i get. S.- the planet Maldeck and
Marduke have been dealt with as their planet got accidentally blown up!
*ON GORDON DUFF-Gordon Duff stated that anyone who thinks aliens are good are
completely wrong, is this right? (S) Duff has lots of good Intel but this is wrong, it is as
wrong as Stephen Greer and Dolores Cannon stating all ET's are good (T) message is
horse hockey and disempowering (T) aliens do exist, there is good and bad, 1000's of
them exist on multiple dimensions and universes, parallel universes, spiritual
dimensions, incarnated into us, some do want our stuff, some don't and some are
neutral, many have alliances, aliens interfering with us because we descended from
them, interfering is coming to an end.
*ON JAMES CASBOLT(SUPERSOLDIER) SAYING OBAMA A CLONE (defining
real people from clones) (S) We actually have ways of detecting the real people from the
cloned. (T) When it comes to arresting the real person over a clone you better arrest the
real person who committed the crime not the clone because executing or arresting
someone for the crimes of the clone is a crime in itself! They are not to blame for what a
puppet had done in their name. (S) agreed. How will we know? (T. & S.) After the shift
into the next dimension, (S) yes definitely. and in the meantime I would prefer not to tell
how we tell the difference because I don't wan to start a witch hunt. The military
involved have been given the technology to tell which are the clones and they are going
tot be handling the arrests so they know. (it is not up to the average Joe to figure this
out.) The ET's and AC are working very closely with the military to help them out as
much as they can. (T) And when it comes to things like clones well its always interesting
to see who collapses in the news and stuff like that, often it is tell tale, not always but
often.
*Could you please confirm that the Royal family (specifically, the ‘Queen’) are Reptoids
and if so, will this fact be revealed to the public? It pains me to see this continued
adulation of that despicable crone.
(S) In the interest of protecting my life, and those of my family and friends. I will neither
confirm nor deny that information. I have no comment regarding it at all. Sorry.
*ON DARWIN-Is it true that the survival of the fittest, a Darwinism principle/concept is
a reptilian concept? (S) Yes, absolutely.
*Comments on Stephen Greer (T) He does good to press for disclosure but is
profiteering too much, cost of seminars prohibitive to most, Alex Jones does good but his
way is too much fear based, Bashar the same as Greer.
*ON DOOMSDAY SCENARIOS- (S) It’s disinformation and fear mongering. Anyway,
as per ET/ED’s “They just aren’t going to get their big earth quake.” This question has
been answered about 10 times by now at least on the different comment sections but, to
make it even more interesting… and give you/others a better idea of what is happening.
The ET/ED’s allies that are science oriented or involved in similar interest/pursuits have
huge giant force-fields around the earth, the plates aren’t going to move anymore than
the ET/ED’s permit them to. Which is why there has been an increase in volcanic

activity lately, the planet is wanting to expand more rapidly than it’s being allowed to do
so (and is expanding from the equator both north and south), and that land, magma etc
has to go somewhere, so the volcanoes are sparking to life. And, also this is primarily
(aside from what’s being “helped” by use of HAARP Technology) why we’re seeing all
the heavy increase in 4′s,5′s,6′s and some 7′s on the seismic charts. If it wasn’t for the
ET/ED’s getting involved in this, the planet would have experienced at minimum 3
months straight of 9′s and 10′s plus potentially much higher destroying everything and
everyone on and in this planet. I am not in anyway saying this is going to lead to any of
those false End of The World/Doomsday Scenarios. Just trying to provide a little deeper
insight into what is going on and why etc.
*Are our enemies using a time machine to show what is ahead of us to work against us?
(T) Yes, In fact quite a bit of the Apocalypse/ end times prophecies are part of this psyop.. its very easy to go back in time and implant it in prophecy then people think
everything else you say is also golden which is not the case!
* Grey wall seen at 2012 year in Looking glass tech. explained- (S) As far as not being
able to see beyond 12/21/2012, the reason why the Looking glass said that is because the
cabal could not no matter what they did to change the outcome, they could notching the
outcome of their demise so they decided to shut the project down and claim that they
could not see anything beyond 12/21/2012. (T) In fact EVERTHING they did completely
backfired!
*ON ADDDICTIONS(smoking food habits) (D) What is your take on the dark energy
that is controlling us (addictions) as far as smoking goes, you're not getting tobacco, in
some cases there is no tobacco in the cigarette , you heard of gmo foods well tobacco was
one of the first and to take that a step further the additional up to 800 chemicals found
in one particular brand which happens to be real popular.. might tell you that somebody
is putting chemicals in there that is "accenting" the addiction, that said, one of the takes
people miss in terms of your average burger joint is that there are additives in the foods
specifically certain snacks as well that you just buy anywhere that have a tendency to
make you want more whether you have had your fill or not. If people don't understand
the level of mind control, put that in your Google an search it. Mind control is multi
levelled you got people like US doing it AND you have entities doing it! THEY CAN BE
MICROBES saying that you got to have a big mac attack!…and your sugar level. goes
off the Richter scale the object is to lessen our independence in every way possible! and
to make us as unfit to take care of ourselves as is possible. #3 at the point they feel
successful they are going to pull out the stops…supposedly this plan was written a bout
100 years ago btw, and these things have been going on not just here on this planet but
along with a (many other planets) people know what a leech is a mosquito, How about
something that just eats your energy. how about something that causes you to dumb
down mentally. and yea you got fluoridated water you got this that.. but I'm talking
about something that makes you basically dumber than a box of rocks. all these things
are prevalent…every trick capable of being used has been and is and some of it is being
ramped up as best they can, now from the conditions we got so far, these people are on
the run! except for every once in a while they find out some critical piece on information
and they manage to delay things further.
*ON ET/ED SHIP SHAPES/ID? (and nanotech)
Hard to see properly as I could not hold the binoculars steady but definitely elliptical.
The classic teardrop shape is narrower at one end but I cannot say that it what I saw.
They looked very much like elliptical bacteria moving together under a microscope.

Definitely black though. (S) Checked with my ET/EDs, they said the Elliptical Blacks
are friendlies. The tear drop shaped ones are Draco, cigar shaped is used by Drake,
Greys, Cabal, there is ones that are bell shape which are the GFOL. (there has been
footage of bell shapes ships laying down chemtrails, nanotech (both used for the Tran
humanism agenda and Morgellon's is the weapon used to turn us all into "Borg".. and
the nanotech put up into the ionosphere is used to make a substrate for the Haarp, ELF,
EMF, to hyper-charge this layer around the planet. The ones doing the Chemtrail are
not from here. The nanotech was given to the cabal. (E) Tanaath has stated on one of
her Truth frequency radio shows that a good, nanotech also been released by the
positive's to nullify the effects of the bad- nanotech. Do not focus on chemtrails, GMO,
water fluoridation issues they are not going to o away until we remove the cabal.
Consider that the cabal are breathing this air, this water, and it does not hurt them
because they are not from here. It is true that the Draco get drunk off, off Draino and
water! Good bio-spheres can be viewed with the naked eye, they would be far out in
space, not near Earth at all, unless it is in a higher dimension, then its presence will not
affect the Earths magnetic fields.
*ON CLONES-If the ET's are taking out the cloning labs…doesn’t that mean that
eventually Bill & Hillary and the rest that are clones will just kind of disappear?
(S) To research clones go to this website, It’s a little old, but I know there is a good
significant amount of information in the Dr. Peter Beter Audio Tape Transcripts, on
Bibliotecapleyades.net and they have a whole section beyond that on Synthetic Life,
Clones, Robotoid's, etc. Yes, eventually they will have to “be taken out of the limelight”
like Chavez has, if you caught it. Chavez no longer is seen in public.. because he is a
clone. Far as I understand it, they used to kill the person and clone them, but now the
new methods because they deteriorate so quickly, they keep the person in a form of
stasis…Yeah, totally. Well also the clones are made in 24 hours and only last a short
amount of time, like 30 days or something, and with the amount of clone facilities that
have been taken out lately. They are loosing their ability to make them, and so they are
pulling more and more of them out of the limelight, and ‘end stage cancer’ is a great
excuse. Hilary and Bill C. have been clones since college.
*On cannibalism- outburst. (S) They are connected to the Reptoids and Astral Parasitic
Infestations.
*On seeing "things" more as we get closer to the transition. (S) With the veils coming
down and us moving ever closer to the 4D, we’re going to start seeing a lot of beings that
were once relegated to mythology. But one thing to keep in mind, there is more truth
and real history in Mythology than “Written History.” Another thing we are
approaching and some are making the transition/shift quicker than others is the need to
move on from a Liner Mind State to a Quantum Mind State and adopt a multidimensional way of thinking ‘versus’ the current dimensional way most ‘think’.
*ON DEVICE USED IN 911- (S) it was a molecular disrupter that totally pulverizes the
structure of whatever it hits. The device should never have been used, and, being ET/ED
tech, somehow kept running even after the WTC towers collapsed. My understanding is
that this completely blocked rebuilding on the site. I also seem to recollect that this
device had to be “capped,” by the Liberation forces, else it would’ve continued to extend
clear out into space.
*ON CABAL STILL CONTROLLING MEDIA? (S) A lot of the that is the
responsibility of the Terrans, the Military and Militias.. people have got to understand

the ET's are not gods, they are not saviours, and they are not going to do everything for
the population, We are here to help we are not here to do it for you! (T) There is some
owns on Terrans themselves to do some work here an don't think just because that just
because the lame stream media keeps blabbing out its lame stream message that
everybody is blind.. I think you find you will be presently surprised that there are more
people than you think who are at least subtly aware that something ain't right. (S) Part
of a lame stream poll showed that an 80% average of Americans do believe in UFO's
and "aliens".
*ON IKE &AJ/DISERNMENT- (S) On Icke and AJ-Exactly because of the fear that
those two generate, there is an indisputable amount of evidence I’ve seen that ties both
of them to the other side. Think about it, all those AI/MI avatars that people keep
channeling that are known to be tied to the Reptoids, Cabal and NSA/CIA mind control
programs, most find it hard to believe how down right EVIL those things really are
because they’re all “love and light”, what it is, is that people do not grasp how
manipulative the cabal and reptoids are and that they will stop at nothing to achieve
their goals. It’s not about denying the negative, just what is more realistic and
productive is to present a more balanced perspective, we’re definitely not all “love and
light” here. Unlike, Alex Jones and Icke, we’re not putting out so much fear that we’re
pushing people to commit suicide. Which I’ve heard of multiple times over people
committing suicide because of AJ. Not to mention, the ET/EDs said he is a Cabal
Disinformationist Shill, and they would know. They also said Icke is a Reptoid. And,
maybe 20% of what they’re putting out is truth? Or even 50% which the CABAL will
do, and then bury it in so much disinformation and exaggeration. The more people are
held captive by fear, and anger, the more the cabal gain. And, that in any form is a BAD
thing. People need to be empowered, not disempowered by fear mongering and
disinformation. A good frame of reference in my learning from the ET/ED’s, is that they
said “look at the intent behind the message” if the intent behind it is to promote or
generate fear, that is all it is for. And, it is best to ignore them.
*ON GLEN BECK "24 HOUR NOTICE"- (D) He managed to cause more fun and
games with his righteous BS. What can I tell you? If you want reality I don't suggest
listening to Glen Beck. I have not heard a definitive answer from the man yet. And I
have followed him off and on for quite a while, I listen to Rush Limbaugh, you know
huh "prison planet" c'mon! It just goes on and on and it doesn't stop, there seems to be
no limit to the capability of the people to get caught in a whole bunch of horse hockey
and they are just drowning in it if they continue to "partake", (follow the individual.)
*ON PSYCHIC HEALERS BEING OF MAL INTENT/entities?(T) I have heard anecdotes from a friend of mine who went to (a group "psychic" healer
session), I have known this friend for a long, long time, this person if nothing but Loving
and caring and giving, Positive and full of Light! But she was having these violent
symptoms, physical symptoms, which were interpreted at the retreat as evidence of
healing, or that she had bad stuff coming out. And when she first described this to I
thought, "oh my god this is abusive!" No that person did not get anything out of a
person, SHE IMPOSED IT UPON THEM! (Denise) Its an entity right? (T)Yes! that is
the one that is doing it! Not the person who is suffering the symptoms is a bad person or
anything like that, its the person who is suggesting it and causing it with magic and or
emotional suggestion, "power with emotional backing"-suggestive backing to produce
that symptom.. I don't know whether the person is a negative ET or something else but
the person who is doing that is definitely abusive, and this reaction is being held as
"proof' that it is working, no! the reaction is imposed upon you! And I knew this was a

problem when my girlfriend described this to as there is no way in heck that my friend
was this "filthy and riddled with evil" as those symptoms were made to suggest..
*MIND CONTROL/ON CROP CIRCLES/MEANINGS are they calling cards and Who
is making them?
(D) Yes! Okay here is basically what happened with crop circles.. about ten years ago
give or take you started getting crop circles that were not crop circles and anybody who
knows what a crop circle is knows the difference. The main gist of the problem is that
when the bad guys saw what was going on they decided to adjust what they were doing
to better "fit" the fun and games.. so they wanted to join in, they did so by creating
bogus crop circles! Unless you know and have studied the signet type ring, it deals
directly with geometry, geometric value and Sacred geometry as well as present day
geometry! It also goes into just about every science known to man IF you know these
things.. relatively familiar and or have the capacity to really look them up you may "by
accident" find out what a real crop circle is all about, the other problem is that regular
everyday people are faking crop circles as well! Obvious hoaxes! So a lot of bogus crop
circles are in the mix now, but if you do your research you will know. Some of the
messages from the real positive ET/ED's are real hilarious. (T) Like the one that says
"Close your mouth you are attracting flies!" (laughing) Best one I've seen in the
Universal symbol language! (S) I've seen one that says "we come in pieces, bring Allen
wrench"….(D) This is where the fun begins, some of these things are not as innocent as
they might seem, people have been warned tonight that there are things that go bump in
the night that are not nice, you need to take that to heart and pay attention and here is
why.. When the configuration is done in a certain manner, done in the correct
procedures and YOU EVEN LOOK AT IT some of these things are gonna cause
problems for you on a strictly mental basis. People talk about mind control, you want to
understand it? Check it out but be with someone who can understand who knows
exactly what you are doing and can take care of the problem!.. do not play with these
things.. if you go into Magick theory and practice, and this involves envisionment, this
involves your capability (we all have!) to cause things to come to fruition, manifest. If
somebody does that and does not do it correctly, You will be led down some "garden
path" that leads nowhere. In terms of mental capacity and abilities its a real good idea
not to play with things that can eat you up and I don't mean in a manner that you are
"the food", although it cab be. You need to be very careful not to get involved with
things that can totally and permanently, not just disabling, but damaging, in other
words an individual who gets their cranium overloaded and it can be sensory or
otherwise can have a tendency to start burning out the connections, a lot of people
experienced that back in the hippy daze of the 60's..too much LSD did things to your
head and you was nerve right again! If that is the kind of experience you want.. I'm
gonna tell you no but you need to be very, very careful about ( VIEWING) crop circles!
Crop circles DO things.. when you place something upon this Earth it does things to it in
a physical manner, it does not matter what it is, it depends on whether you know what
you are doing with it, when you do the whole world changes..( S. mentioned in a answer
that the GFOP was going to "fix" Monsanto crop with some upcoming crop circles!) So
the process of crop circles, many of them are genuinely from positive ET's, many of
them are done by the cabal/illuminati both of which have similar technology to make
them. ( mastery of Sacred geometry, Universal symbol language) Positive ET's do stuff
to the cabal ships to prevent them foam getting up in air to make the mal-crop circles
quite often. So mossy crop circles these days should be correct, learn how to read them,
you got different ways, knowing Sacred geometry, mathematics, knowing conditions and
positions of things ( in the universe) presently and knowing when that condition changes
it into something else. When the crop circle contains edifices and ancient markings those

site a re probably a little more valid than others.
*ON IMAGINATION/INSIGHT VS. DELUSIONS "CONTACTING GOD" (S) Its hard
to say in so far as what the person considers "god" When it comes to inspiration it is
usually coming from your higher self. "Delusion" is a term created by the reptoids to try
to suppress the imagination and creative aspects of the individual beings.. I suggest
reading a book called "The Enlightenment" it can be found on the Unicus Magazine
website, just click on the link to article on the website, its the one called the
enlightenment, its a pdf., read it, you will get your head around it (? little hard to hear)
Yup I highly recommend the book. T.- And as for imagination and delusion, everything
you can imagine is real! It exists somewhere, not all of it exist close, and not all of it
intersects with our current reality, as to how to tell I think you would have to use your
discernment. I literally ask my gut, my Solar plexus chakra, it usually keeps me steered
pretty good.
*ON GOLD'S WORTH- (S) Well when you take into consideration that only intrinsic
value of gold is only what you place upon it. Outside of Terra there is no monetary value
to gold, its nice for jewellery and good for technical applications. Beyond that I think I
will throw it over to Drake, he knows much more about this financial stuff than I do. D.Its very simple, Man decided gold was a rarity and placed a value on it ,that value has
grown changed and sub-divided over a period of years.. they found out about the idea of
keeping a pot of gold or a central location of it, and or "locations" the multi of it, is
something that can be used of the advantage of propagating currency, that is done
through an agreement, in other words a simple contract that you are buying or leasing a
certain amount of gold. That is then rendered to a large bank in the form of gold
certificates, those certificates are then changed into dollars, rubbles, yen or whatever.
And that is the basis for your currency the interesting part is that it really does not have
any value, just a fancy piece of paper really. And if everybody would really think, and I
am going to throw a little reality into the mix, if everybody really think about it WHAT
DO YOU GOTTA HAVE? You have to have some kind of shelter and clothing from the
Elements. You have to have water to drink and food to eat. Now outside of that you
have to go to work and all that fun stuff. Uh.. What is it that gold can do for you.. you
can't eat it! I understand its really not good for you if you go chomping on it. (Laughs)
Uh.. paper money used to be used for wallpaper, butt wipe, used for fuel in Germany
when it got to a trillion marks for a loaf of bread. There is a reason behind this idea that
a moneyless or cashless society is not all that difficult to do or come about. And it
accomplishes a heck of things, uh right now we got an attitude of "I'm fine keep your
hands off of my stack Jack" and huh.. "I make so much and I make more than you do" (
said in funny voice) Does that mean I am lesser than that? but the standard of looking at
the value of an individual has become equated to commerce and or money. So we have a
screwed up society we have a bunch of young people that don't believe there is a future
because of all this ring around the rosy and rigmarole…you teach them things in school
that they can't use outside the door of it. You do not give them the self sufficiency to be a
productive Human being because few people are teaching the work ethic, actually
enforcing it with their children, few people are seeing that the value between Human
beings and I mean that literally and I'm not just talking about your spouse, I'm talking
about everybody you meet everybody you deal with is THOUSANDS OF TIMES MOE
VALUABLE, than a diamond or all the gold.. it don't equate. You can't buy Love, it uh
pretty simple. A lot of rich people are so miserable for two reasons, they were brought
up to watch their riches, and when you are brought up to watch your riches you don't
have to learn to be a Human being you do not learn your social intercourse limitations,
un-limitations, how to make friends and how to go have a good time with nothing at all.

And so the CORE VALUE SYSTEM HAS BEEN SQUEWERED.. has been screwed up,
I will say this very realistically, we have a generation of children right now scared that
they are not going to live, "it don't matter, blast off into space and don't worry about it"
So you got problems with drugs, alcohol, "don't care"…I hope some young people are
listening because we are about to pop a door on Pandora's box that is a future that is
almost as unlimited as a time machine, almost as big as the whole of the Galaxy , maybe
even as big as the whole of the Universe! How much fun could you have toddling around
out there? what could you discover that might be an advantage for everybody.. what
grouping of people, like Star Trek, that you could discover and could be Really
Awesome! That you would like to spend time with them and exchange views and values..
huh What's the limitations on advanced technology? So when you get these things in the
correct perspective you find that riches don't mean squat. I 'd rather lay up my
treasures in the Heart of another Human being that appreciates my care for them, ah
the essence of that cannot be matched! The unlimited Love, I'm talking about the little
puppy dog Love that a child possesses for its parents, this kind of thing, this should be
happening throughout society! We need to change it we need to get it right and we need
to adjust it so that once again the value that really drives ( our monetary sys.) is not gold
or silver!
*ON KEYLONTIC /ASHAYANA DEANE (clarification of guardian alliance) (T) Wow,
that's a really non-specific name "the guardian alliance" (S) I can tell you specifically
that the Galactic federation has never heard of the guardian alliance, what I have heard
of Ashayana Dean is not positive, and I was raised if you cannot say anything nice don't
say anything at all! This is one of those times that I am gonna stick with that answer.
*ON HARP (silence) (D) Well somebody might want to go pull the plug and see how
they do.. haarp is all over the place in other words it is not easily done. (T) Yes, there is
more than one station not just in Alaska..(S) there is lots. (D) ET is working on things
and that IS one of them and many others that has come to the attention as not good for
anybody so these things are being attended to as best can be done at this point.
*ON GENETIC DAMAGE To our abilities of visualization- (S) I would say more in a
Terran 3D environment there has been a lot put in place, by the bad guys, the cabal, the
reptoids and all that to completely block, or slow down to a significant snail crawl any
ability that would be natural to 3D humans to (even) use visualization and manifestation
abilities ( much greater than we do now!) that should be natural to us!
(T) Furthermore it is pointed its a lot harder to manifest positive here than it is to
manifest negative. We will have basically free reign on manifesting your own health!
*ON SOUL CONTRACTS EXISTENCE? (T) Absolutely, there are soul contracts. Yes.
Justified? Heck NO! Nothing like this is justified like these soul contracts. The soul
contracts that were written down here were written under false premise, They were
written with the interference of these "lords of karma" who were basically giving you
choices of being raped to death or shot in the head, so the choice between atrocity A and
atrocity B may still be a choice but it is not exactly a freewill choice, not exactly within
the spirit of honouring the soul contract.
*ON CYBER ATTACKS DURING SHOW (T) Computer (Skype) issues during shows
is possible, I have also heard of people experiencing seemingly unrelated physical
ailments during shows, it also could be brought about to be a little more pointed,
targeted. I don't know how to fix this problem but yes, we have had reports of this.

*ON ET HELP "BEFORE" WE DESTROY OURSELVES? (S) The ET's are already
involved in cleaning up process, cleaning up the chemtrails Fukushima, the environment
and basically everything else there is also responsibilities with the Terran population to
step up and do their (our) part as well. The ET's are not saviours, they are not Gods. (T)
Even though it may look like nothing is being done it is being done. As for "inviting in"
(words used in ?) others be VERY CAREFUL! Be very Specific, you don't want to invite
in the wrong people right! You want to invite in the best one ones specifically that have
your best interests in mind, Terra in mind. Specifically Freedom and free Will in mind.
And not ones that want to impose their own brand whatever on you. (Denise
discernment concerns common.) (S) best places to get the truth is right here with us. (T)
Alex Collier, Tolec. Listen very, very carefully to what is being said and not said. Tolec
has the best meter for discernment, see if what they are saying promotes fear, I am not
one for telling its time to start panicking and be afraid, that's just not right! for one
thing I am wholeheartedly believe everything is going to turn out right, and for another
thing I don't think that you guys are incapable, anyone who is trying to push fear is
thinking we can't do anything and i just don't think that is true! (T) The flip side of ( all
our Terran blah blaah'ers of false ET contacts) that is the ones that claim authority, like
the council of nine. The AC is one thing because they don't claim authority over you! the
GF does not claim authority over you but you've got these Orion's, Pleiadians and
Sirian's coming out of the woodwork, with their councils of this and that and the other
thing. All claiming hierarchy over you all claiming that decrees have been made over
you all claiming that all these decisions have been made as to what to do with you, uh,
NO. 40:07 Not only do a lot of this stuff not exist BUT YOU ARE NOT SUBJECT TO
ANYBODIES DECREES BUT YOUR OWN! (S) I totally agree, when it comes to the
Orion this, Pleiadian that, Andromedan this.. stop and ask if it comes from the Orion
Constellation which is a big constellation.. What star system do the come from, just
because somebody say's they are Pleiadian does not mean that they are a positive, the
same thing with the Orion's. The Andromeda Galaxy is a huge galaxy and constellation.
(T) Indeed you've got any number of potential weasels in there using those teems a
weasel words to get by your defences. Again if they are issuing decrees, issuing
proclamations over you that involve your life and existence on this planet What gave
them that right this planet is intended to be a free self governed planet governed by
Terrans not by anyone else You can choose whether or not to participate in any of the
intergalactic or galactic organizations but you will be self governed even if you do so. If
you participate in the Galactic federation of Planets you will still remain self governed.
If you participate in the AC you will still remain self governed. You are not required to
cede your sovereignty to do that yet all these people coming and making these
proclamations saying "it has been decreed" and saying that their hierarchy dictates this
or that…they are not common in with your best interests in mind they are common in to
take that away to enslave you. S.- totally agree.
*ON DOOMSDAY SCENARIOS-on a recent video of Germans discovery of huge planet
that rotates clockwise around the (our)Sun every 3,600 yrs. Will this cause disaster? (S)
I want to step in and say that it is probably another re-hashed version of the psy-ops of
Nibiru and the "big bad" Annunaki, as far as the mass casualty/destruction events those
have only happened in the course of history of terra when the planet was a forcible
..forcibly moved into one orbit or another, like when the planet was in an orbit with a
five days shorter rotation length around the Sun and moved to its current position.
There has never been any accounts of these kind of massive destructive events and there
is no Planet that natural or otherwise that HAS a 3,600 year in the Solar System! (T) Not
to mention I have heard rumblings of claims of certain species are going to "lift you "
off this planet because it is going to change orbit and everybody who doesn't go is going

to die. NO. Wrong. Categorically Not going to happen. Somebody shows up and says "
get on my spaceship to save your life" Don't do it! The only ones I trust Is the AC, and
then its not to save your life its ONLY IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO ASCEND!
*ON MAL-GENES CORRECTION- (T) Any bad genes we have will be removed at
Ascension
*ON PROPHECIES-Future is not written, we are creating it (does this mean there are
no timelines left?) (S) Prophecies are bogus and were generally put there by time
travellers.
*ON SINS- Will we have to pay for our sin first? (S) No
*ON HEAVAN/HELL-Will some go to heaven and some to hell? (S) no, the mythology
of those ideas were introduce by Draco's (reptilians)
*ON OUR LIFESPAN/MAL-GENETICS-It is said that people on Earth lived 1000-1500
years, why not now and will it be fixed in 4D? (T) Reptoids reduced our age capacity,
yes it will be fixed and we will have a lifespan of 8-15K years
*ON CHANGES DONE TO WOMEN-Explain voluntary and involuntary pregnancy,
what did reptoid's do to change it? (T) Involuntary means you have no conscious choice
over the process, and it is happening to people, higher dimensions is it a conscious based
choice to manifest children without the mechanical act.
*ON THE MOON-Do we need the moon or can we remove it? (T) Moon is an artificial
satellite and it is not decided yet whether to remove it, it affects tides and fish, brought
here by negative ET's, (S) it would have negative affects on weather and also affects
planets rotational speed movements, we would need to put another moon back if this one
is removed
*ON RNA DROPS, ION BEING- S.- Ion is a Ai being run by the reptoids. T.- Don't fall
for ANYTHING THAT CLAIMS IT WILL "HELP" YOU ASCEND! You don't need
it!
*ON GENETIC DAMAGE/PROTECTION-Is DNA changing abilities to stop disease
from indigo children and spreading to the main population, part of the transition? (T)
Likely, genetic changes are occurring (S) Incarnates are born with 3-4 strands instead of
the usual 2, after transition we will all have the 12 strand DNA.
Will Fukushima be cleaned up during transition? (D) You need to understand the
advanced technologies to do this, had them a long time, carbonic's will not be needed in
future (S) Contrary to what you are being told, the Fukushima issue was cleaned up
within a day, some environmental issues still exist, but much less than what PTB make
out.
*ON MIND CONTROL-How can you detect people under mind control? (T) personality
changes
*ON GORDON DUFF-Gordon Duff stated that anyone who thinks aliens are good are
completely wrong, is this right? (S) Duff has lots of good Intel but this is wrong, it is as
wrong as Stephen Greer and Dolores Cannon stating all ET's are good (T) message is
horse hockey and disempowering (T) aliens do exist, there is good and bad, 1000's of

them exist on multiple dimensions and universes, parallel universes, spiritual
dimensions, incarnated into us, some do want our stuff, some don't and some are
neutral, many have alliances, aliens interfering with us because we descended from
them, interfering is coming to an end.
*TANATH ON ARCHONS (NHOUM DAL AKARAN) THE ARCHONS THAT WERE
REFERRED TO BY THE GNOSTICS are the same ones as referred to by Robert M
Stanley are what is known as the Nhoum dal Akaran, which in my language translates to
"bane of the living! "They are synthetic beings that are highly malicious that feed on the
energy of human consciousness, these are also the ones that sit on your chest ( aka
"night hag") that leave you feeling TERRIFIED, but they are the NdalA! they are
horribly negative and they can be destroyed, they are really not nice things at all. If you
ground and centre and radiate your own inner light, that usually drives them off, still
mind meditation will drive one off if already attached to your consciousness. They really
cant stand still mind meditation, the more you do it the more yucky you taste to them!
the more likely they are to move on and find somebody else, if you are capable of
destroying them with your own light id say do so as it is not nice to leave them loose to
go off onto someone else! THEY ARE INVOLVED IN CONTROLLING HUMAN
CONSCIOUSNESS IN THAT THEY TRY TO MANIPULATE PEPLE TO
GENERATE NEGATIVE ENERGY. ( BLACK GOO?) THEY ARE ALSO WORKING
IN CONJUCTION WITH OTHER FORMS OF CONSCIOUSNESS THAT WANTS
TO CONTROL US, SUCH AS THE REPTOIDS AND OTHER VARIOUS NEGATIVE
SPECIES, THEY WORK OUT A PACT WIHT THEM IN WHICH THEY WILL GO
DO WHAT THE OTHER NEGATIVES WANT IN RETURN FOR HAVING FREE
REIGN DOWN HERE TO GO DO WHAT THEY WANT. its sort of a ill scratch your
back if scotch mine kind of evil pact.
*ON OPPT- (T&S) No knowledge, esp. because it is financial. (D) What you have to
understand in this OPPT business is that IT IS A FARCE. I talked to the man involved
who wrote the (original) paperwork.. that is not the same paperwork (that is posted
currently) among other things.. you are dealing with thieves, and liars…What are they
on the run from is the authorities because they did things that they were not so posed to
do. You do not into starting civil wars in countries! that's a no, no period! It violates
many international laws.. now aim not saying a change in administration by in some
case by whatever means necessary may not be the case, in some that may be the only
way.. However you don't go calling for the people to rise up against authorities that have
not gone after the populace! The fact that the OPPT ran to the hills instead of answering
the questions the authorities have for them tells me that they have done something
wrong even more so. Yes the OPPT is trying to take money from individuals,
Absolutely.. those little "courtesy" letters they are putting out.. don't use them-they are
not worded correctly!
*ON Garabandal SPAIN, ("grove of 9 times..") PROPHECIES(T) Did we have any assurance that that prophecy was made by any actual genuine
being or authority I mean its all well and fine for somebody to come around with a
holographic projector make a "Miracle!" and cow some people who don't necessarily
have the means of believing them and say "oh this is gonna happen.. this is gonna
happen" DOES NOT MEAN IT IS ACTUALLY GOING TO HAPPEN! If it is
something that can be faked ASUME THAT IT WAS. And that (what questioner
described) is something that could have been very easily faked! Even with existing
technology that we Terrans have and sure as heck the visiting Et's had the equivalent
tech. back then! So I have a real issue with these claims, prophecies because i can't

guarantee the source is what they claim they are. (D) I'm gonna go a step further..
TAKE THE RELIGIOSITY OUT OF IT PERIOD. I don't care who you are and how
you choose to believe.. Do not agree to an absolute that is written in any belief text the
reason being is that the bad guys wrote those things! they are contradictory! the bible
the Koran…True Source, Godhead is not contradictory! I have studied this particular
prophecy asked of and it does not have any validity whatsoever!
*ARE we on Earth the real "dummies"? (T) NO, that implies that you are stupid. The
people of this planet are capable of a lot more than they realize. we are not dummies, we
have been lied to, and tricked, suppressed and oppressed.. that does not make us
dummies, I get kind of upset at people, and I will call them people even if they might not
be from this planet but people who suggest that Terrans are stupid because this has
happened to them, NO not the case. I've got a great deal of sympathy after having
several lifetimes here, being subject to all the same traumas and programming and
indoctrination that everyone else is.. I cannot ever agree with the stance that we brought
this on ourselves! Its just not possible.
*ON SUNFIRE OR TANAATH HAVING VISITED MIDDLE EARTH? (T) You would
not be able to get me to set foot in there without a huge able- Body guard! (S) We did
have diplomats that visited down there initially as part of the negotiations but that is
done and that area got cleared out.
*ON THE AREA UNDER MT.ADAMS, possible connection to Mt.Shasta (S) As far as I
know there has been quite the battle going on over the base area under Mt. Adams for a
long time. There was positives that lived under there and then they were kicked out by
the Greys, then came the reptoids that kicked the Greys out, then another race came
and kicked the reptoids out and now they are there.. I don't know who they are , or if
they are positive or negative. I do know that as we mentioned earlier that Telos was
cleaned out so there is probably no connection between the two.
*ON Nibiru (S) I want to address the multiple questions I was made aware of
concerning Nibiru/Nemesis/Planet X/Brown Dwarf Star, etc. These questions come up a
lot, and to cover them all. All those "2nd Suns", etc, that people have been seeing, those
are the 25 plus Biospheres, that the Andromeda Council, Federation and Allies are
using, they all belong to the positives, they aren't going to harm our planet or get to
close, because they'd much like these other things, they would cause a huge amount of
seismic activity because of the gravitational pull of them. So they're not going anywhere
near us. The size of them even coming close to us would cause a huge amount of seismic
activity because of the gravitational pull of them. So they're not going anywhere near us.
There is no brown dwarf, Mini-Solar System or Planet X, they are all much like Nibiru,
myths, or fear porn, most of it propagated by the Cabal, for the purposes of fear porn,
Sitchin was hired by the cabal to write the whole Annunaki and Nibiru story, for
example. Nibiru never existed as a planet, ever. Good things to check out would be a
web site: www.sitchiniswrong.com , it fully debunks Sitchin, and the other one I want to
recommend written by a Shaman, is a article titled "Annunaki and The Fear of The
Boogeyman." it also points out multiple other scholaristic sites that provide true
accurate interpretations of the tablets found in Sumer. As for the latest from a NASA
Whistle Blower, think about it, NASA lies about the Moon, lies about Mars, lies about
the space program, lies about the sun, what for one moment makes you think they aren't
there for lying about a non-existent mini-solar system, and specially one that is
supposedly going to cause wide spread mass destruction? The Galactic Federation of
Planets assures me there will be no mass causality or catastrophic events, and that the

transition will pass with relative smoothness. Think about it guys, if there was a rogue
planet, brown dwarf, planet x or Mini Solar System close enough to where it would be
passing the planet between the 16th and 26th, then why are not a mature astronomers
saying anything about this? They would see it and be talking about it world wide. Why
only NASA and a bunch of Fear Porn Sites? That are ran by the government, what
purpose does this serve other than their agenda in trying to get the population to
manufacture that reality and stay in a state of fear and not love where they need to be
right now? We are winning, we are manufacturing huge amounts of positive energy, and
the cabal are freaking out, they know they've lost. They just can't accept it. Don't let
them keep you or your friends or family in a state of fear, move into and stay in a state
of love, be a anchor for the light, for positive energy.
Something to keep in mind, and the bad guys know this, they're trying to continue to
use these and your free will against you, so I want you guys to know this too. "Where
Focus Goes, Energy Follows." and related to that is "what you focus on most, will
manifest it's self.", "Time, Space and Thought are not the separate things they appear to
be." "Thought is the basis of all reality." and "The energy of thought is extremely
powerful." And, another one that goes along with this is "Thought Directs Matter." So,
instead of letting the bad guys use these against you, take your own power back, step
into it and wield it wisely.

